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The first ever thermal images of the shadow of Mars' moon Phobos on the surface of Mars, 
in addition to simultaneous visible images, were obtained by the Soviet Phobos '88 Termoskan 
instrument. The best observed shadow occurrence was on the flanks of Arsia Mons. For this 
occurrence, we combined the observed decrease in visible illumination of the surface with the 
observed decrease in brightness temperature to calculate thermal inertias of the Martian surface. We 
refined our preliminary model [1,2] by adding downward atmospheric infrared flux and non- 
isothermal starting conditions, and we have now compared our results to atmospherically corrected 
diurnal inertia results [3]. Most of our derived inertias fall within the range 0.9 to 1.4 cal ~ m - ~  
s-lf2 K-l), corresponding to 5 to 10 micrometer dust particles for a homogeneous surface [3,4,5]. 
Dust at the surface is consistent with previous theories of Tharsis as a current area of dust deposition 
[6,7,8]. Viking IRTM-derived inertias are based upon diurnal temperature variations and are sensitive 
to centimeter depths, whereas the shadow-derived inertias sample the upper tenths of a millimeter of 
the surface due to the short (about 20 second) duration of the eclipse. The shadow-derived inertias 
are significantly lower than those originally derived from Viking IRTM measurements (inertias of 2 
to 3.5) [8]. However, they are very similar to Haberle and Jakosky's [3] atmospherically corrected 
Palluconi and Kieffer [8] IRTM inertias. Thus, if near surface (mm versus cm scales) layering exists 
at all in this region, it is not very significant. 

Termoskan was an optical-mechanical scanning radiometer with one visible channel (0.5-1.0 
pm) and one thermal infrared channel (8.5-12.0 pm) (see [1,9] for more information). The 
instrument was fixed to the spacecraft, pointing in the antisolar direction. We have analyzed the best 
observed and least complicated of four observed shadow occurrences (Figure 1). The elongated 
shape of the shadow in the Termoskan panoramas was due to the instantaneous field of view of the 
instrument "following the shadow" because of a combination of unusual orbital geometry (the 
spacecraft and Phobos were nearly co-orbiting) and the antisolar orientation of the instrument. 

We used the observed drop in the visible flux within the shadowed area to model the solar 
insolation as a function of both actual time since the beginning of eclipse and position in the scan. 
We then used this in three different one dimensional, finite difference thermal models for 
homogeneous surfaces (adapted from [lo]). Model 1 was our preliminary model from [1,5]. Model 
2 did not assume that the pre-eclipse temperatures were constant with depth as Model 1 did. Model 3 
added a downward atmospheric flux term to Model 2, and thus is the most realistic of the three. 

By comparing the model results with the temperature drops observed in the infrared scan, we 
find most of the data fall between inertias of 0.85 and 1.2 (in units of cal cm-2 s-lI2 K-l )  for 
Model 1, between 1.0 and 1.55 for Model 2, between 0.75 and 1.2 for Model 3 with a downward 
atmospheric flux of 20% of the absorbed pre-eclipse flux, and 0.9 and 1.35 for Model 3 with a 10% 
downward flux value (see Figure 2). The actual atmospheric flux is relatively uncertain, but probably 
was slightly less than 10% (based upon [3] and an approximate optical depth of .4). In any case, our 
main conclusions remain unchanged for the range of most likely values. 

Our results show that non-isothermal Model 2 raises the derived inertias from the less realistic 
isothermal Model 1. Adding atmospheric downward flux in Model 3 reduces the derived inertias. 
Ironically, for this case, these two additions to the model roughly cancel each other out. The inertias 
derived from all the models are consistent with dust sized particles. 

A representative Palluconi and Kieffer [8] IRTM inertia for the shadowed region is 2.4. 
Using the suggested Haberle and Jakosky [3] corrections, this inertia becomes 1.34 for an optical 
depth 0.2 and 0.81 for an optical depth of 0.4 (with 0.3 to 0.5 typical of the period analyzed by [81). 
Thus, the Haberle and Jakosky corrected Palluconi arrd Kieffer inertias agree with our model results 
for the shadowed region to within the uncertainty of their corrections. 

Therefore, if layering of the upper mm versus the upper few cm exists at all, it is probably not 
as significant as was first thought [I]. Also, consistent with the theoretical considerations of [3], our 
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modeling shows that for the inertias involved, atmospheric downward flux has considerably less effect 
upon eclipse derived inertias than upon diurnally derived inertias. 
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Figure 1: Phobos shadow images. Termoskan visible (left) and thermal (right) images showing the analyzed 
Phobos shadow occurrence on the flanks of Arsia Mons. West at top. The shadow is observed first (further West) in 
the visible, then later (to the East) in the thermal. This is due to the delay in cooling after the onset of the shadow. 
The shadow is centered approximately upon 14OS, stretching from 120°W to llOOW. Local times of day within the 
shadow vary from about 9.3 H to 10.1 H. 
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Figure 2: The lines in this plot are model surface temperatures for various thermal inertias (from 0.6 to 1.3). This 
model run used a downward atmospheric flux of 10% of the absorbed pre-eclipse solar flux. The dots are 
experimental data retrieved from thermal infrared channel. They are derived from 10 line averages of temperature 
drops at the center of the shadow relative to comparable points outside the shadow. The temperature drops have been 
subtracted from 255 K to facilitate comparison with our model results. We chose 255 K for the model because it is 
a typical temperature from the region surrounding the shadow. Most of the experimental data values fall between 
model curves corresponding to thermal inertias of 0.90 to 1.35 (in units of cal cm-2 s-lI2 K - ~ ) .  
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